An analytic theory of the resistive X-point (RX) mode in the edge region of a diverted tokamak is developed by employing an outgoing-evanescent wave boundary condition along the field lines. This result is employed to deduce a new categorization of edge instabilities in the presence of X-points. A regime diagram shows the relationship of the RX mode to the ideal and conventional resistive ballooning modes. In addition to describing growth rates of linear instabilities, the analysis also yields regimes and scalings for nonlinear convective "blob" propagation velocities. The regime diagram and a knowledge of experimental and BOUT code simulation results, suggests that the quasicoherent mode seen in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak [M. Greenwald et al., Phys. Plasmas 6, 1943] can be classified as an electromagnetic RX mode. Analytical scalings for the existence of this mode compare well with experimental trends, as does the solution of a model radial eigenvalue problem. Finally, using a finite Larmor radius assumption to eliminate the perpendicular wavenumber, the instability regime diagram can be converted to an edge phase space diagram. X-point physics adds a new region to this edge parameter space that is postulated to be the enhanced D-alpha (EDA) regime.
I. Introduction
The importance of edge physics for the success of the tokamak fusion effort is being increasingly recognized. Large simulation codes will likely play a dominant role in exploring the nonlinear physics of edge turbulence and transport. In this environment, simple analytical models to clarify edge instability parameter regimes, and identify important transitions in parameter space, will fill a critical need for verifying code behavior, elucidating the underlying physics, and identifying promising regimes for experiments and simulations to explore. The goal is of this paper is to present such a model for curvature-driven instabilities in the collisional edge and scrape-off-layer region of a diverted tokamak. The focus will be to clarify the role of X-points on edge instabilities, and note the implications of X-point physics for understanding the quasicoherent mode observed in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. [1] [2] [3] The model may also be relevant to certain types of quasi-coherent mode activity observed on DIII-D 4 and other tokamaks during quiescent periods in high-performance discharges. Instabilities whose properties depend on X-point geometry have also been studied, [6] [7] [8] (1) neglects fluctuations in T i and T e and ignores electron inertia. The latter effect may be retained by the substitution iω η → iω η + ω(k ⊥ δ e ) 2 . Furthermore, we work in the E×B drift frame. Here, notations are standard and defined in full in Ref. 6 . For convenience, we recall that v a 2 = B 2 /4πnm is the square of the Alfvén velocity i , ω η = ν e (k ⊥ δ e ) 2 is the magnetic diffusion frequency where δ e = c/ω pe , ω * j = k y v * j (j = i, e) are the species diamagnetic drift frequencies, and γ mhd 2 ~ c s 2 /(RL n ) is the curvature drive. Occasionally we will use the notation x for radial, and y for binormal (approximately poloidal) projections, with k ⊥ 2 = k x 2 + k y 2 . In Eq.
(1), it is well-known that k ⊥ = k ⊥ (s) due to magnetic shear and poloidal field variation (see for example Ref. 7 and references therein) where s is the coordinate along the magnetic field, and ∇ || = d/ds. Typically (for the fastest growing mode) k ⊥ (s) has a minimum near the midplane and is a rapidly growing function.
The RX regime contrasts with the usual limits taken for resistive ballooning modes. 9 At the highest collisionalities or wavenumbers for which ω η → ∞, the fast resistive modes are localized near the outboard midplane where the curvature term is strongest. Consequently these modes do not experience the X-point region. These fast RB modes are susceptible to stabilization by diamagnetic effects, particularly in high performance tokamak plasmas. At lower collisionalities or wavenumbers, two-scale resistive ballooning models apply in circular flux surface geometry, and have been employed to describe edge modes. 10 The two-scale model relies on asymptotic matching in the extended ballooning coordinate θ. However, the asymptotic region θ >> 1 is seldom attained in X-point geometry because, as discussed subsequently, most modes decay on a single transit of the field line through the X-point region.
The important X-point physics in Eq.
(1) comes from magnetic diffusion, ω η ~ η || k ⊥ 2 , and shear-enhanced ion polarization currents ~ k ⊥ 2 ( ω − ω * i ). Near the X-points, the local magnetic shear becomes large and the poloidal field becomes small, B θ → 0, making k ⊥ a strong function of distance along B. 5 The two-scale model for resistive ballooning modes fails and instead, the mode physics transitions suddenly (at θ ~ 1) from ideal to resistive. As ω η ∝ k ⊥ 2 rises precipitously, the eigenfunction Φ resistively disconnects at the X-points. 7 Examination of the parallel Poynting flux shows that wave energy propagates from the midplane region into the X-points. 7 This observation suggests the use of an outgoing wave boundary condition in the parallel direction. In
Sec. II, we show how to employ a slight modification of a previously derived 11 outgoingevanescent wave boundary condition to describe the essential X-point physics. This boundary condition enables an analytic theory of the RX mode in the radially local approximation and extends and clarifies previous numerical studies. [6] [7] [8] In Sec. III, we employ this result to understand the competition of terms in the 
II. Analytic theory of resistive X-point modes
A. Outgoing-evanescent wave X-point model 
Here, the parallel current J || and potential Φ are normalized to nev a and T e /e respectively. J ||bc is the parallel current boundary condition connecting the midplane and X-point regions and is given, at the entrance to the X-point region by
The X-point region itself includes resistive line bending (with magnetic diffusion), and inertia (from the ion polarization current):
This equation is solved for a model profile of k ⊥ (s), subject to the condition that solutions decay beyond the X-point. For validity of the fully disconnected limit, Φ is assumed to vanish before reaching the divertor plate in the SOL, or before self-connecting around the tokamak on closed flux surfaces. This "disconnection" condition will be given in Eq. (8).
Once Eq. (4) is solved in the X-point region, ∇ || ln Φ is computed at the entrance to the X-point region, and substituted into Eq. (3). Equations (2) and (3) then give the dispersion relation for RX modes.
B. Solution in the WKB limit
Analytic solutions of Eq. (4) are possible in the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation, and in the "Born" limit. We present the WKB limit here, and consider the more complicated Born limit in Appendix A. Converting ∇ || → ik || in Eq. The WKB outgoing-evanescent wave boundary condition has no knowledge of properties interior to the X-point region: no interior information is transmitted back the midplane since there is no reflection in the WKB limit.
Equation (5) represents a mode driven by curvature from the midplane region balancing inertia from the X-point region. Typical growth rates scale as ω ∼ γ mhd 2 /ω a so that midplane inertia is negligible for γ mhd 2 /ω a 2 << 1, which we will see is one of the boundaries of the RX mode regime. The RX mode has two sub-limits. In the electromagnetic (RX-EM) limit, ω η << ω, the boundary condition Eq. (3) describes an outgoing Alfvén wave, a limit considered previously for pellets 14 and blobs 15 and
In the opposite, electrostatic (RX-ES) limit, ω η >> ω, the X-point boundary condition reduces to that of an evanescent resistive ballooning mode, yielding the dispersion
III. Edge instability and blob transport regimes

A. Linear instability regimes
In this section, we apply Eq. (1) for the ideal and resistive ballooning modes in the midplane region, and Eqs. (2) -(4) for the resistive X-point modes. The characteristic frequencies are ω η , γ mhd , ω a , and ω * j . We begin by neglecting drift effects, re-introducing them later. Thus, the reduced system may be characterized by the dimensionless parameters X = ω η /ω a describing collisionality and wavenumber, and Y = (γ mhd /ω a ) 2 describing the strength of the curvature drive. Again, in this section, all quantities refer to midplane values, unless otherwise noted.
In addition, there is a condition that the modes "disconnect" across the X-point region. In the WKB limit, this condition is
where the integral is taken across the X-point region, up to the divertor plate. Estimating k || from Eq. (4) and defining L d to be the length of the integration region, the disconnection condition becomes 1 ) (
Here, <…> indicates a field line average over the X-point-divertor region, and ω η0 in Eq. (9), and k ⊥0 in Eq. (10) (4) and enable matching to an evanescent resistive ballooning mode. This limit was previously considered in the blob context 16 (see also the next sub-section). The linear growth rate, from Eq. (7), gives ω ~ γ mhd 4/3 ω η 1/3 /ω a 2/3 . Thus, the resistive limit ω η >> ω applies when γ mhd 2 << ω η ω a (i.e. Y << X). Furthermore, midplane inertia is negligible in Eq. (2) when ω << γ mhd , which requires γ mhd ω η < ω a 2 (i.e. YX 2 << 1), the condition defining the transition from the RX-ES to the RB regime. Finally, disconnection requires, from Eq. (9), ωω η >> ε x 2 ω a 2 or γ mhd ω η >> ε x 3/2 ω a 2 (i.e. YX 2 >> ε x 3 ). These three boundaries enclose the region of parameter space for the RX-ES mode (see Fig. 2 ).
The properties and regime boundaries of the electromagnetic RX-EM mode are obtained similarly, using Eq. (6) to estimate ω ~ γ mhd 2 / ω a . In this case we have ω η << ω and the midplane region sees an outgoing Alfvén wave condition, viz. the X-point is an absorbing boundary condition. The condition ω η << ω gives Y >> X; neglect of midplane inertia gives Y << 1, separating the RX-EM modes from the ideal (IB) regime; while disconnection requires γ mhd 2 ω η >> ε x 2 ω a 3 (i.e. YX >> ε x 2 ) provided that the WKB local growth rate estimate remains valid at these low values of k. These inequalities define the RX-EM regime in Fig. 2 .
When the disconnection condition, Eq. (9) Table 1 .
B. Blob transport regimes
Although the focus of the present paper is the linear physics and regimes of edge modes, it is useful to digress briefly and consider analogous regimes for convective "blob" transport. In blob theory, 18, 19 semi-coherent convection of plasma in the SOL is achieved by balancing the time derivative with the convective derivative in the vorticity and continuity equations, so that a quasi-steady solution can be found in the convecting blob frame. Consequently, by estimating
linear growth rates can be mapped to the blob velocity (and hence to the charge-induced blob "polarization" potential φ). Thus, the regime diagram of Fig. 2 also gives the regimes and scaling of v x for convective blob transport. The correspondences in going from linear modes to nonlinear blobs are summarized in Table 2 , where a b is the blob radius.
This correspondence is not inconsistent with the view that nonlinear saturation of turbulence by wave-breaking creates blobs which then propagate outwards. In this case the character of the blobs directly matches the underlying linear instability. However, it is also possible for different mechanisms and or regimes to dominate linear instability and blob creation on the one hand, and far SOL blob propagation on the other.
Some of the regimes indicated in Fig. 2 have been treated in the blob context, and in these cases, applying the correspondence rules of Table 2 recovers previously published results. 20, 21 In the blob context, regime C is the sheath connected blob treated in the early blob papers. 18, 19 The RX-EM regime corresponds to the Alfvén wave emitting blob 14, 15 which may be related to edge localized modes (ELMs). The RX-ES regime is the three-dimensional (3-D) blob with current loop closure in the X-point region. 16 These blobs appear in 3-D turbulence simulations at high density 16 and may be play a role in the density limit. 20 The RB regime corresponds to a two-dimensional (2-D) blob with local balance (at each point along the field line, in the plane perpendicular to B) between the ion polarization current and the curvature drive such as occurs for blobs smaller than a characteristic size. 22 The analysis can therefore be used to obtain specific scalings of the radial convective velocity v x ~ φ/a b for each regime. Since experiments cannot generally measure linear growth rates directly, the blob velocity scalings may provide a useful point of contact of the present theory with data. With the caveat that the present "handwaving" analysis does not accurately predict order unity constants, the scalings are given in IV. Application to the quasi-coherent mode and the EDA regime
A. Postulate for the quasi-coherent mode
The present categorization of instability regimes, together with previous experimental results and simulations using the BOUT turbulence code 24 suggests that the QC mode observed on C-Mod is an RX-EM mode. This identification has specific implications for the plasma conditions required to support the mode when FLR (diamagnetic stabilization) considerations are invoked.
In each mode regime, there exists a k * such that modes with k > k * are stabilized by FLR, viz.
where v * i is the ion diamagnetic drift velocity, and γ the linear growth rate. As FLR effects increase, modes stabilize first at large X ∝ k ⊥ 2 , then at increasingly smaller X.
Our postulate for existence of the QC mode and the EDA regime is that k * lies in the RX-ES regime. The reasons for, and implications of, this postulate will be the subject of the remainder of this section.
The postulated condition allows instability of all of the RX-EM modes while ensuring an FLR-stabilized RB branch. The stabilization of the RB branch was shown to be critical to suppressing strong turbulence associated with low-confinement-mode (Lmode) transport. 12 This RB suppression gives a second condition on the parameters and a window for the EDA regime, which we will return to in the next section. We first consider the condition that k * = ω/v * i be larger than the k ⊥ at the RX-ES/EM boundary 
where L n is the density gradient scale length, ν e is the electron collision frequency, β = We speculate that the observed QC mode is probably the lowest-k RX-EM mode that remains disconnected. The low value of k enhances transport (D ~ γ/k 2 ) across the separatrix that is critical to the EDA regime. In addition to linear instability drive, the observed mode may be fed by inverse cascade from an unstable higher-k RX-ES spectrum. The emergence of a single mode, for parameters not sufficient to drive fully developed pressure-gradient driven (RB) turbulence, has been noted in previous nonlinear model computations. 26
B. Qualitative comparison with experiment
Rewritten in terms of plasma parameters, Eq. (14) becomes (15) is consistent with the observation that the EDA regime favors higher neutral gas (i.e. lower edge T).
In addition to the preceding, and in agreement with certain aspects of previously noted BOUT simulations, 24 the expected properties of the QC mode are consistent with experimental observations in several respects. The RX-EM mode has an electromagnetic component in the theory, as observed for the QC mode. The QC mode is observed in experiments at the top and bottom as well as on outboard side of the torus. This is consistent with a curvature driven mode like the RX mode (which penetrates up to the Xpoints) but not with strong RB modes (which are localized to the outboard midplane).
The experiments also show high-frequency broadband turbulence in addition to the QC mode, which is consistent with the higher-k RX-ES spectra in the regime diagram. Furthermore, the high-frequency broadband turbulence is reported to get larger in L-mode (consistent with instability of the entire RX-ES and stronger RB branch).
While these correspondences between the theory and experiment are encouraging, there is also a possible weakness in the proposed hypothesis. The RX-EM/ES boundary (X=Y) which gives the EDA regime is somewhat fragile in the theory, in that it is sensitive to the form of the X-point boundary condition that is employed (WKB vs. Born limit). The Born limit is explored in Appendix A where it is shown that the details of the growth rate scalings and RX-EM/ES regime transition boundary is sensitive to the form of the parallel shear profile k ⊥ (s) in the Born limit. In some cases the RX-EM regime even disappears entirely.
It remains an open question as to whether this fragility indicates a weakness in the theoretical hypothesis proposed here, or whether it perhaps merely indicates a sensitivity of EDA-like modes to details of the magnetic flux geometry.
A final point requiring further investigation is that the present theory [specifically Eq. (6) near maximum growth] predicts a mode frequency Re(ω) ≈ ω * i /2 in the E×B drift frame. Experimentally, the QC mode is observed to be in the ω * e direction in the lab frame. A reconciliation will require a self-consistent estimate of the resulting radial electric field (E r ) well and comparison of the prediction with the observed toroidal rotation.
C. Radial mode structure of the QC mode
In addition to the generic scaling arguments made so far, the described method of treating RX modes can also be employed to obtain a model equation for their radial mode structure. Making the identification k ⊥ → −ie x ∂/∂x + k y e y , and noting that a careful treatment of γ mhd 2 shows it to be proportional to k y 2 /k ⊥ 2 (see e.g. Ref. 
Here, the final form of F is the low-k outgoing Alfvén wave limit.
Equation (16) has been solved numerically, using illustrative experimental parameters, and furthermore taking k y from the data. (We will return to this point later.)
In obtaining the solution, proper account must be taken of the appropriate branch of the square root to insure a legitimate outgoing-evanescent wave along the field line by monitoring Im (k || ). The resulting radial mode structure is shown together with the assumed radial density profile in Fig. 3 a) . This should provide a strong stabilizing influence. So the observed k y may come from the disconnection condition, which depends on details of the X-point magnetic geometry not considered here. The nonlinear inverse cascade, which pumps energy into the low-k modes, may also play a role in determining the observed k y .
V. Edge phase space diagram and the EDA regime
In Sec. IV A the natural wavenumber scale k * = ω/v * i was used to eliminate k ⊥ from the regime boundary describing the RX-EM/ES transition. Here, we apply the same philosophy to all the regime boundaries of Fig. 2 , in order to systematically describe the edge parameter space.
With FLR physics, Eq. (1), or Eqs. (2) - (4) The procedure is to set the growth rate at each of the regime boundaries of Fig. 2 to ω * i and thereby obtain the critical k * at which FLR stabilization becomes dominant.
Then this k * is employed in X ≡ ω η /ω a to express the function form of the boundary Y(X) in terms of the parameters α mhd and α d .
To alleviate the tedium of these calculations it is useful to note (after some algebra) that
is the condition that a mode on the boundary X = CY µ is unstable (i.e. k < k * so it is not FLR stabilized) where the normalized growth rate of the mode in question on the boundary is
. (When the growth rate is continuous across the boundary, the scaling on either side may be used.)
Results are summarized in Table 4 and, schematically, in Fig. 4 . The labels in completely stabilize all curvature driven modes, provided α mhd < 1. In the upper-right corner of the diagram, α d , α mhd > 1, the plasma is unstable to ideal modes (down to small k, which are not effectively FLR stabilized). In this discussion, we regard α mhd < 1 as representing an ideal stability condition, recognizing that several considerations outside the scope of the present treatment can be important in determining this boundary.
Such considerations would include the bootstrap current 27 and second stability effects, as well as non-local diamagnetic physics. 28 Qualitatively, the picture up to this point is similar to that of Ref. 12.
X-point physics adds a new regime to the (α mhd , α d ) parameter space near the L-H boundary at intermediate α d ~1 in the MHD stable regime (α mhd < 1),
in which the entire RX-EM spectrum and part of the RX-ES spectrum is unstable. This is the parameter range for the QC mode postulated in Sec. IV A, viz. Eq. (22) is equivalent to the condition that k * lies in the RX-ES regime. Consequently, the regime identified by Eq. (22) and shown with thick boundaries in the sketch of Fig. 4 is postulated to be the EDA regime. Nonlinear simulations, beyond the scope of the present paper, would be required to map out the boundary of the EDA regime quantitatively.
Finally, we note, that as the ideal stability limit is approached (α mhd → 1), the window for the EDA regime is predicted to shrink. This may relate to the experimental observation that EDA regime operation favors stably shaped plasmas, 1 at moderate δ and high q 95 .
VI. Conclusions
We have developed an analytic theory of resistive curvature-driven modes in the edge region of a diverted tokamak and shown the inter-relationships, parameter regimes and growth rate scalings of the various types of modes that arise. These range from the conventional ideal ballooning and resistive ballooning modes which are localized near the midplane region to the resistive X-point and interchange modes which remain finite through (at least part of) the X-point region. The principal new results of the mode analysis of Secs. II and III are the analytic dispersion relation for resistive X-point modes in the WKB limit, Eq. (5), and the regime diagram of Fig. 2 , showing the domains and scalings of the various modes with collisionality, wavenumber and strength of the curvature drive.
In addition to describing growth rates of linear instabilities, we also showed that a similar type of reasoning could be applied to deduce scalings for the radial convective velocity of blobs. The blob regimes and scalings are obtained from Fig. 2 and Table 3 .
The preceding theory was also applied in Secs. IV and V to describe the quasicoherent mode and EDA regime observed on C-Mod. In the present nomenclature, we postulate that the quasi-coherent mode is an electromagnetic resistive X-point mode (RX-EM). Analytical scalings for the existence of this mode were found to compare well with experimental trends for obtaining the EDA regime with edge safety factor, density and (inferred) temperature. The principal theoretical scalings are given in Eqs. (14) or (15) .
Similar to previous BOUT simulations of the QC mode, the qualitative features were found to agree with experimental observations regarding the electromagnetic character, and poloidal extent of the mode. Furthermore, a model radial eigenvalue problem for the QC mode was formulated and solved [Eq. (16)].
By introducing a wavenumber scale corresponding to the finite Larmor radius (diamagnetic) stabilization condition, and eliminating wavenumber from the mode instability regimes, an edge phase space diagram appropriate to divertor geometry was constructed. This is the final principle result of our paper, and is given in Fig. 4 . It was found that X-point physics adds a new region to the (α mhd , α d ) edge parameter space that is postulated to be the enhanced D-alpha (EDA) regime. The predicted location of this regime is given by Eq. (22), which however, is only qualitatively accurate (up to order unity constants, and treating the ideal MHD stability boundary conceptually). Nonlinear simulations with flux surface shaping and divertor geometry will be required to elucidate the detailed transition boundaries in this edge parameter space.
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The 
Parabolic profile of k ⊥ 2 (s)
The first profile we consider is the parabolic profile of k ⊥ 2 (s),
The h 
Exponential profile of k ⊥ (s)
A similar analysis may be carried out for the exponential profile The last approximation is normally valid, since Y << 1 is required to avoid the stronger ideal unstable (IB) branch. This typically implies γ mhd 2 << ω a ω ag (unless L g >> L || ). In the same limit, we see that ω/ω η0 << 1 so the mode is necessarily electrostatic. In the opposite limit, γ mhd 2 >> ω a ω ag the mode is damped. Thus there is no RX-EM mode for an exponential profile, only RX-ES modes.
Transition between the WKB and Born limits In the WKB limit (λ || < L g ) the mode "sees" into the X-point region a distance equal to its evanescence length λ || , whereas in the Born limit (L g < λ || ) the mode sees into the Xpoint region a distance equal to the equilibrium scale length L g . Thus in the WKB limit, the dispersion relation only "knows" about conditions at the entrance to the X-point region, while in the Born limit it "knows" about conditions further in.
Appendix summary
The main conclusion from this appendix is that RX modes exist when the magnetic geometry variation along B is both gentle (WKB limit of the main text) and rapid 
